Abstract. Let (A 2 , C) be a Minkowski plane with a centrally symmetric, strictly convex C 1 -curve C as the unit circle. Then C induces in (A 2 , C) a left-orthogonality structure ' ' by setting tangents of C (and their parallels) left-orthogonal to the corresponding radii (and their paralles). If a line g is left-orthogonal to another one h, then h is right-orthogonal to g, (h g). Based on those concepts of orthogonality in (A 2 , C) left-and right-altitudes of a triangle are defined and one can discuss the existence of left-or right-orthocentric triangles. In general Minkowski planes these concepts of orthocenters are independent of a third type of a triangle-orthocenter, which is based on a circle-geometric definition due to Asplund and Grünbaum, c.f. [1].
Introduction and basic tools
a) While in the elementary euclidean plane every triangle has concurrent altitudes, this need not be true in other two-dimensional manifolds with respect to a given orthogonality structure. Nontrivial examples of such manifolds are for example Minkowski planes. The metric in such a real affine plane is based on a centric symmetric convex curve C as the unit circle of that Minkowski plane (A 2 , C). Generalising euclidean orthogonality to such a plane there seem to be several possibilities to define a 'normal direction' to a given line g: We may start with the perpendicular bisector to a segment of g, which, in general, is curved (or even a domain) in (A 2 , C). Segments in g differing in length lead to similar bisector curves b. Thus it would not make sense to use bisector curves b by themselves as 'normals' of g. Obviously, any two bisector curves b 1 , b 2 intersect g in points M 1 , M 2 such that their tangents t 1 , t 2 in M i are parallel. So we may use the direction of t 1 as the 'left-normal' direction to g. As t 1 automatically touches a 'Minkowski circle', (which is centered in a point of g), we will define 'left-orthogonality' in (A 2 , C) as follows (see e.g. [10] ): The tangent h of C is left-orthogonal to the corresponding radius of C. Based on this orthogonality concept we will study triangle altitudes. In general the altitudes of a triangle in (A 2 , C) will not be concurrent, such that the triangle is not orthocentric. So there arise the following questions:
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To a given arbitrary Minkowski plane find (all) triangles with concurrent altitudes.
Characterize Minkowski planes in which every triangle has concurrent altitudes.
If an arbitrary triangle in a Minkowski plane possesses a triangle of altitudes, one may construct the altitudes of that triangle again. When is this iterative process of constructing altitude-triangles of altitude-triangles convergent?
In the following we will consider Minkowski planes (A 2 , C) with a centrally symmetric, strictly convex and smooth curve C as the unit circle in the (real) affine plane A 2 . Then the parallels h to a tangent h of C are called left-orthogonal 1 to the parallels g to the corresponding radiusḡ, (h g), c.f [10, p. 77] , and the set of directions {g} is bijective to the set of corresponding left-normals {h}. If h g, then we call g right orthogonal to h, (g h). From strict convexity of C follows uniqueness of the right-orthogonal direction g to each direction h; smoothness of C causes uniqueness of the l-orthogonal direction h to each direction g. b) The problem of characterizing Minkowski planes, where all triangles are orthocentric, can be solved mainly by geometric reasoning using well-known theorems of planar projective geometry. We will present these 'tools' in the following; (for references see e.g.
If (and only if) C is a
By adding an ideal line u to the (given) real affine plane A 2 this plane becomes the 'projective extended affine plane' P 2 := A 2 ∪ u, (A 2 ∩ u = ∅), which is a real projective plane.
A linear bijection π, (i.e. a projectivity), in the point set of a real projective line g ∈ P 2 is an 'involutoric projectivity' (shortly called an 'involution'), (π 2 = id g ), if there exists one pair of mutually assigned points.
If π is an involutoric projectivity on g, then every pair of corresponding points P , P := P π is interchangable. Therewith an involution π is well defined already by two permissible pairs (A, A = A π ), (B, B = B π ).
